Circularity Profile

Lexium LXM32 / LXM52 Servo Drive
End of Life Instructions

HAZARD OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, EXPLOSION OR ARC FLASH
- Disconnect all power from all equipment including connected devices prior to removing any covers or doors, or installing or removing any accessories, hardware, cables, or wires except under the specific conditions specified in the appropriate hardware guide for this equipment.
- Wait 5 minutes to allow the internal capacitors to discharge.
- Always use a properly rated voltage sensing device to confirm the power is off where and when indicated.

Failure to follow these instructions will result in death or serious injury.
The Lexium LXM32 / LXM52 Servo Drives are ideally suited to implement compact, high-performance drive solutions for a wide range of power requirements.

**Manufacturer identification**
Schneider Electric Industries SAS

**Brand name**
Schneider Electric

**Product function**
The Lexium LXM32 / LXM52 Servo Drives are ideally suited to implement compact, high-performance drive solutions for a wide range of power requirements.

**Product reference**
LXM52DD72C41000

**Total representative product mass**
4939 g

**Representative product dimensions**
247mm x 225mm x 108mm

**Date of information release**
08/2020

**Recyclability potential**
60%
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